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Tuple Spaces?!?


Data sharing model of coordination





Linda [Carriero & Gelernter, 1985]
Originally targeting parallel computing

Minimalist programming interface


write tuples, read/delete them based on pattern matching






E.g., read(<Italy, ?String>)

base operations are blocking, “probes” also provided

Assumes a global, persistent tuple space
“workers”

< Sweden, Goteborg>

in(p)
read(p)

out(t)

< USA, Los Angeles >

tuple space

< Italy, Trento >

< Italy, Milan >

Isn’t This Just Publish-Subscribe?


Indeed, many features in common






Asynchronous, implicit communication
High degree of decoupling
Content-based interaction based on pattern matching

However, in their pure form


Publish-subscribe is stateless and reactive





Tuple spaces are stateful and proactive





Data producers and consumers can receive data only if in the
system at the same time
Computation occurs as a reaction to an event/message
notification
A data consumer can access data from a producer no longer in
the system ( increased decoupling)
Computation relies on queries on the distributed state

Actual systems borrow features from both

Tuple Spaces for Wireless?




Wireless applications are
very fluid and dynamic
Tuple spaces bring
decoupling as a key asset


Remove the umbilical cord
typical of RPC descendants






Notably including CORBA,
RMI, SOAP, …

Does so at the model level,
not as an afterthought

Provide a natural way to
model context

request
reply

out
tuple
space
filtered
data

However …


The stateful nature of the tuple space model
may hamper scalability




The tuple model assumes global visibility and
data persistency





But … do we really need to target thousands of
nodes in a wireless environment?

Difficult to guarantee in a wireless environment
Weaker assumptions are needed

Dynamicity and context-awareness demand
for dedicated constructs


Extensions to the original Linda model

In This Talk


Look back at a decade of work on using tuple
spaces in wireless environments




Structured around two main classes of
wireless applications:





Concise survey of representative systems

Mobile computing (both nomadic and MANET)
Wireless sensor networks

In-depth discussion on Lime and derivatives


Among the first to recognize and seize the
potential of tuple spaces for wireless computing

Mobile Networks

TSpaces


Revamped the tuple space model for distributed
computing




Remote access to a centralized tuple space server




As such, can only support nomadic mobility

The back-end relies on well-established database
technology by IBM




Also spurred industry interest: similar systems (e.g.,
JavaSpaces, GigaSpaces) followed suit

Including support for transactions

A number of departures from the standard Linda



Tuples are typed, somewhat merged with the OO model
Introduces a notify operation, essentially a listener over the
other operations

L2imbo


Goal: support for disconnected operations




Exploits replication to provide data availability









In a nomadic environment
Each node has a replica of the entire tuple space
Reconciliation occurs only w.r.t. a base station
Relies on IP multicast to disseminate updates and ensure
eventual consistency
Read/write conflicts are solved based on tuple ownership:
only the owner can write/delete while disconnected

Tuples have types, used also for pattern matching
Focus on QoS


connectivity and power are monitored, and the resulting
values made available in the tuple space

Lime (Linda in a Mobile Environment)



Goal: support for (physical and logical) mobility
Key concept: transiently-shared tuple spaces





Connectivity determines the accessible portion of the tuple space
Engagement and disengagement reconcile the data

Additional features: reactions, scoping, addressing

Host-level
Tuple Spaces

Federated Tuple Space
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Interface
Tuple Spaces

Persistent vs.Transiently-Shared
Tuple Spaces
Transiently Shared
Tuple Space

out(t)

1.

t

out(t)
t

2.

t

t

in(t)
Persistent
Tuple Space

in(t)
t

3.

Reacting to Changes in Context


Mobility is a highly dynamic environment, where reacting to
changes is fundamental




Linda enables applications only to proactively and synchronously
query data, using a “pull” approach

Lime provides also a “push” approach, which enables
asynchronous, reactive data delivery




state-based, unlike the event-based of Tspaces & co
allows reacting to “new” data regardless of the provenience
reactions: reactTo(s,p)

• Strong and weak reactions
provide different atomicity
reactTo(s,p)
guarantees
t
• The API also provides
different reaction modes
(ONCE, ONCEPERTUPLE)

s
out(t)

t
watch(p)
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EgoSpaces



Inspired by Lime
Tuple spaces do not exist a priori: rather they are
identified through views …


… selected according specified constraints






… out of a “sea of tuples” collectively provided by nodes

Views are centered on a node




E.g., host ID, number of hops, tuple patterns

Asymmetric coordination

The interface of a view is an extension of Linda/Lime



State-based reactions are provided
Provides support for explicit transactions and event-based
computation

TOTA



Focus is on tuples, not tuple spaces
Tuples are no longer data containers: they also
embed rules for their own replication




Tuples can be modified while propagating




E.g., to implement aggregation schemes

Easy to implement schemes where tuples are
propagated in the region around a node




replication triggers (e.g., value over threshold) and
replication extent (i.e., number of hops)

E.g., to build gradients

Operation scope is at most 1-hop

Systems at a Glance

A Lime Case Study:
A Roaming Jigsaw Puzzle


Cooperative assembly of a jigsaw puzzle


A similar pattern of interaction can be found in
other applications
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RoamingJigsaw: Design



Upon a new puzzle, a tuple is created for each piece
Piece selection is a probe inp followed by a local out






To ensure availability upon disconnection

Assembly creation removes the individual pieces, and
inserts the tuple containing the assembly
Challenges: detection of piece selection and
assembly, reconciliation of puzzle tray upon
reconnection, joining of a new player





All of these are handled through a single ONCEPERTUPLE
reaction over the entire federated tuple space
Allows updating with new tuples regardless of the cause
No need for programmers to explicitly monitor player joining
and leaving

Wireless Sensor Networks

Abstract Regions


Abstract region: neighborhood relationship
between a node and a set of nodes with a given
property




A tuple space-like interface (put, get) enables
access to the data provided by nodes in a region




Along with a lightweight thread-like concurrency model
called Fibers, for blocking operations

The semantics determining which nodes belong to
the abstract region must be hard-coded




Format and matching much less expressive than in
traditional tuple spaces

Dedicated aggregation constructs




E.g. k-neighbors, planar graphs, spanning trees

more of a framework than a complete system

A tuning interface is also offered


enables tweaking of low-level parameters
19

Abstract Regions
Example: Object Tracking
Setup a region containing
location = get_location();
the 8 nearest neighbors
region = k_nearest_region.create(8);
while (true) {
Share sensed and processed
reading = get_sensor_reading();
data with region members
region.putvar(reading_key, reading);
region.putvar(reg_x_key, reading * location.x);
region.putvar(reg_y_key, reading * location.y);
if (reading > threshold) {
max_id = region.reduce(OP_MAXID, reading_key);
if (max_id == my_id) {
sum = region.reduce(OP_SUM, reading_key);
sum_x = region.reduce(OP_SUM, reg_x_key);
sum_y = region.reduce(OP_SUM, reg_y_key);
centroid.x = sum_x / sum;
centroid.y = sum_y / sum;
send_to_basestation(centroid);
Compute aggregates over the
}
region using reduce
}

Agilla



Based on the notion
of mobile agent
Programs are composed of one or more agents able
to migrate across nodes







Based on a virtual machine for WSN: agents are tiny scripts
(à la Maté)
Supports both weak and strong mobility
Implicitly supports on-the-fly reprogramming

Tuple spaces provide local coordination among
agents co-located on a node




Including context representation
Agents can also access remote tuple spaces
Reactions and scope operations, similar to Lime

Abstract Task Graph (ATaG)



Mixed declarative/imperative approach
Application described declaratively by an abstract
task graph







abstract tasks represent the processing of one or more
abstract data items, the information
abstract channels describe input/output relationships by
interconnecting tasks and data items

The behavior of tasks is described using an imperative
language
Coordination among tasks relies on a shared data pool



Tasks output data or are asynchronously notified about its
presence
Less expressive than tuple spaces


no pattern matching, reactions are triggered by write operations

ATaG
An Example

FACTS





Inspired by logic
programming for
expert systems
Data is represented as facts
The appearance of new facts trigger the
execution of one or more rules





rule addGradient 100
<- exists{interest}
-> define gradient {…}
-> set {interest sink} = systemID
-> send systemBroadcast
systemTxPower {interest}
-> retract {interest}

These in turn may generate and/or remove facts

Points of contact with reactive tuple spaces
Communication primitives are 1-hop


Moreover, facts can be shared among nodes

Hood



Goal: collect and share data in a 1-hop neighborhood
Hood neighborhoods defined by filters




Attribute values from neighbors are mirrored (reflections) at
a node based on neighborhood definitions






boolean functions over periodically-broadcast node attributes

the decision to cache rests entirely with the node
neighborhood relationships may be asymmetric
multiple neighborhoods may be active at a node

Sort of “constrained” tuple space



Data is output locally and automatically replicated based on filters
Filters are like persistent queries

generate attribute LightAttribute from int;
generate neighborhood LightHood {
wire filter LightThreshold;
set max_neighbors to 5;
reflection LightRefl from LightAttribute;
}
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Hood
Application Structure
Bootstrap
command to
trigger data push,
pull command
also provided
Scribbles are
local annotations
(e.g., aggregations)
to the state of a
neighbor

Determines how
attribute values
are sent (e.g.,
period)

Filters are
boolean functions
encoding
neighborhood
membership rules
Data marshalling layer, takes care
of the actual communication
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TeenyLime
Overview


A node accesses
data in its 1-hop
neighborhood through
a shared data space






read/write tuples or
react to their appearance
dedicated language constructs for WSN

Meant for building both applications
and system-level components (e.g., routing)
Efficient implementation



relies on a reliable and low-power network stack
lightweight dynamic memory

Systems at a Glance

A TeenyLime Case Study: HVAC

TeenyLIME in Action
Proactive and Reactive Interactions



Reactions notify the application of environmental changes
The application reacts by



taking actions on the environment
proactively gathering more information

Capability Tuples


Sensing consumes energy







Problem: smoke detector
receives rdg




e.g., smoke detection may
consume local chemical
sense only when needed
avoid producing useless data

if no recent detection, no
<smoke,true> tuple is
available!

Need a trigger mechanism:
capability tuples

TeenyLime vs. nesC/TinyOS
Or Why Abstractions are Useful…
Maintains an array of
bool pendingMsg;
TOS_Msg sendMsg;
current interests
event TOS_MsgPtr ReceiveInterestMsg.receive(TOS_MsgPtr m) {
struct InterestMsg* payload = (struct InterestMsg*) m->data;
if (isRecipient(payload, TOS_LOCAL_ADDRESS))
insertInterest(payload->sender, payload->type, payload->threshold, payload->timestamp);
return m;
}
event result_t TemperatureSensor.dataReady(uint16_t reading){
Sends a message if at
if (!pendingMsg && matchesInterest(reading)) {
least one interest
atomic {
pendingMsg = TRUE;
matches
struct DataMsg* payload = (struct DataMsg*) sendMsg->data;
msg->sender = TOS_LOCAL_ADDRESS;
msg->type = TEMPERATURE_READING;
Just
outputs=areading;
tuple, all registered
msg->value
if (call
SendDataMsg.send(TOS_BCAST_ADDR,sizeof(struct
AppMsg),&sendMsg)!= SUCCESS)
reactions
will be triggered
pendingMsg = FALSE;
}
Data filtering and addressing
}
performed in the application code
return SUCCESS;
event result_t TemperatureSensor.dataReady(uint16_t reading){
}
tuple<uint16_t,
uint16_t>
= newTuple(
event result_t SendDataMsg.sendDone(TOS_MsgPtr
msg,
result_ttemperatureValue
success) {
actualField(TEMPERATURE_READING),
if (msg == sendMsg)
actualField(reading));
pendingMsg = FALSE;
call TupleSpace.out(FALSE,TL_LOCAL,&temperatureValue);
return SUCCESS;
Programming Wireless Sensor Networks
© 2008 Luca Mottola
return SUCCESS;
}
and Gian Pietro Picco
}

TeenyLime in Torre Aquila


31-meter tall medieval tower




The 2nd floor contains the
“Ciclo dei 12 mesi”




internationally-renowned
frescoes, attracting thousands
of visitors each year

Originally the Eastern gate
to the city




part of the complex of Castello
del Buonconsiglio in Trento, Italy

today, surrounded by high
volume of vehicular traffic

Concerns due to the plan of
diverting traffic into a road
tunnel near the tower

WSN Deployment in Torre Aquila

"Monitoring Heritage Buildings with Wireless Sensor Networks: The Torre Aquila Deployment”
M. Ceriotti, L. Mottola, A.L. Murphy, S. Guna, M. Corrà, M. Pozzi, D. Zonta, P. Zanon
(To appear) In Proc. of the 8th ACM/IEEE Int. Conf. on Information Processing in Sensor Networks
(IPSN 2009, SPOTS track), San Francisco (CA, USA), April 13-16, 2009.

Software
Architecture



Based on our TeenyLime middleware





used to implement both application logic and necessary
system-level services

Components share data locally and with
1-hop neighbors
Greatly reduces development effort, boosts
reusability within and across applications

Software
Sampling & Data Collection


Different classes of traffic


Bursty, high-rate
with strong reliability




Low-rate
with weak reliability






Environmental & deformation
data, sampled every 10min

Best effort




(compressed) vibration
data sampled at 200 Hz

Child

Parent
send(tuple 6)

4 5 6
cache
send(tuple 7)
5 6 7
cache
send(tuple 8)
6 7 8
cache

retrieve(tuple 7)
send(tuple 9)

7 8 9
cache

system monitoring

Both handled through a single tree-based routing protocol
Hop-by-hop reliability scheme

Software
Time Synchronization


Analysis requires data correlated in time






in the case of vibration data, ε < 1ms

Use hierarchical time
synchronization
Lab experiments
indicate ε < 732 µs
across 12 hops


at most 6 hops in
Torre Aquila

Software
Tasking & Data Dissemination
Node type









Operating
parameters

Typical
values

Ideal sensing
Environmental
Sampling period P
10 min
# of sampling sessions N
infinite
parameters not
Deformation
# of samples averaged A
10
known a priori
Sampling period P
10 min
# of sampling sessions N
infinite
Need online tasking Acceleration Sampling frequency F
200 Hz
Sampling duration D
20 s
to tune the system
# of sampling sessions N
infinite
operation
Task descriptions should be reliably
disseminated, and eventually reach all nodes
Trickle-like protocol for dissemination and
eventual consistency

(Preliminary) Data Analysis
Deformation

Vibration

!

Temperature
Degrees Celsius

!

!

!

30

148
149
152

28
26
24
22
20
18
16
03/09

09/09

15/09
Date

21/09

27/09

System Performance
Data Loss & Lifetime





acceleration nodes are
the main drain

The routing protocols
guarantee a very
high reliability



close to 100%
even for high-rate
acceleration data

2.9

Voltage

Estimated lifetime is
over one year

Acceleration Node
Environmental Node

2.95

2.85
2.8
2.75
2.7
2.65
2.6

Cumulative loss rate (log scale)



Lifetime

3

27/07

29/07

31/07
Date

02/08

04/08

Data loss
0.01
0.001
0.0001
1e-05
Class I Traffic
Class II Traffic

1e-06
30/08 01/09 03/09 05/09 07/09 09/09 11/09 13/09 15/09
Date

System Performance

Component

Impact of Middleware

Lines
of code

Sampling & Tasking

235-962

Data collection

993

Data dissemination

339

Time synchronization

916



Programming effort
greatly reduced






original time synchronization
has 80% more LOC
CTP and DIP have 50% more LOC

Decoupling and re-usability




e.g., adding in-network data aggregation would
not require any nesC wiring
same functionality using standard components
would not fit in program memory!

Conclusions


Tuple spaces bring a number of advantages over
mainstream invocation-based middleware





Yet, only research prototypes are available for
wireless networks







Decoupling, conciseness, natural data sharing
Extensions (e.g., reactions) further enhance the above

(Bad?) habits are hard to break?
A casualty of the MANET hype?
The usual “lag” between research ideas and market?
At least one company selling tuple space products for
mainstream distributed computing

New life in WSN & “Internet of Things” scenarios?


Intrisincally centered on data sharing

By the Way…


… anyone looking for a postdoc in Trento?

